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Outline:

(1) Motivation: Collective long-range environmental 
response apparently responsible for long-lived quantum 
coherent dynamics in photosynthetic antenna arrays  

(2) Iterating “short” time linearized propagators for long 
time density matrix dynamics, Monte Carlo density matrix 
element sampling & taming the exponential growth of 
trajectories.

(3) Mixed QC non-adiabatic model calculations: Driven 
nonequilibrium multidimensional environment can 
prolong condensed phase quantum coherent dynamics. 

(0) Mixed quantum-classical dynamics methods that can 
represent environmental coherence effects    



Quantum Mechanics (4):
Entangled states & interaction  

with environment (relationship to measurement)

subsystem (r) in 
superposition state State of environment

(initially separable)

Non-separable ENTANGLED state “Schroedinger’s Cat”



Quantum Mechanics (5):
Quantum DECOHERENCE, environment interactions 

collapse the wave function!
Only study the system (sum over all realizations of the environment)

Overlap of environment wavefunctions

t



“Spin-Boson” model for exciton 
transport, dissipation, and 

decoherence in antenna arrays 

c.f. Jang, Newton, Silbey 
J. Phys. Chem. B, 111, 6807 (2007)

LHC2



Parameters for 
models for use 
in approximate 

theories
Obtained from 

detailed 
spectroscopy 
and ab initio
calculations 



Science, 316, 1462 (2007) 



Multi-Chromophore FRET

Ignores quantum coherent dynamics !!







Iterative linearized density matrix dynamics

Mapping Hamiltonian formulation

J. Chem. Phys.114106 (2008)



Time slice forward and 
backward propagators



Transition amplitudes

Magnitude

Phase



Density matrix propagation: First step

Mean and difference environmental path variables

Action difference linear in Z & Y

truncate phase difference to linear order in path difference



Sample initial conditions from Wigner density

First linearized density matrix propagation segment

Different trajectory forces for different final density matrix elements 





Second linearized density matrix propagation segment



Intermediate mapping integrals performed by steepest descent

Intermediate state sums performed by importance sampled MC

Trajectory weights

An Algorithm:



Iterative Scheme LAND-Map 

(N*N)σ 

Dunkel et.al 2008 

J. Chem. Phys.114106 (2008)



Algorithm: Iterative Scheme 
LAND-Map 

> 



Sampling different density matrix elements allows forward and 
backward paths to deviate at longer times when phases of 

different trajectory segment combinations are added coherently



1D Nonadiabatic scattering models 

Tully I: 5-15 hop attempt, N    = 5x10 traj
5



Tully II: 10-20 hop attempt, N    = 1x10 traj
6

Stuckelberg Scattering model



Time dependence of density matrix elements for Stuekelberg scattering k=30

Trajectory weight distributions for Stuekelberg scattering k=30

Phase weightedMC weight distributions



Three Coupled Morse Molecular Photodissociation Model 

40 hop attempts, N    = 5x10  , 5x10  traj
4 5



Asymmetric spin Boson



0

Symmetric spin Boson

Equilibrium Perturbation Theory

>>
Skinner, Pechukas:

Factored non-equilibrium IC

No hops



Science, 316, 1462 (2007) 



“Spin-Boson” model for exciton 
transport, dissipation, and 

decoherence in antenna arrays 

c.f. Jang, Newton, Silbey 
J. Phys. Chem. B, 111, 6807 (2007)
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Conclusions:

(2) These methods can probe the mechanism underlying 
long-lived quantum coherent excited state dynamics e.g. 
photosynthetic antenna arrays, quantum computing 
applications.  

(3) Iterating “short” time linearized propagators for long 
time density matrix dynamics, Monte Carlo density matrix 
element sampling & taming the exponential growth of 
trajectories.

(1) Iterative linearized density matrix propagation 
provides a successively correctible trajectory based mixed 
quantum-classical dynamics method that can represent 
environmental coherence effects.    


